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1. INTRODIJCTI~N 
There exist a number of well-known theorems which give conditions under 
which the structure of the normalizer of a particular p-subgroup of a finite 
group G determines certain “global” properties of G, such as, the largest 
abelian p-factor group of G or the conjugacy of p-elements in G. For exam- 
ple, we may mention Burnside’s theorems on the conjugacy of elements in 
the center of a Sylow p-subgroup and on the existence of normal p-comple- 
ments in groups with abelian Sylow p-subgroups. The theorem of Griin 
concerning p-normality and the Hall-Wielandt theorem are also of this 
nature. 
In this paper we shall establish a number of general results of this type. 
To state these, we must first introduce several concepts. Throughout the 
paper G will denote a fixed finite group, p will be a fixed prime divisor of the 
order of G, and Z will designate the set of all nonidentity p-subgroups of G. 
DEFINITION 1.l A conjugacy fun&r W on 2’ is a mapping from Z? to 2P 
which satisfies the following two conditions for each H in #: 
(a) W(H) _C H, 
(b) FV(Hz) = W(H)” for all x in G. 
Note that conditions (a) and (b) imply that W(H) is normal in N(H). 
* This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grants 
GP 4034 and GP 3701. 
1 In an unpublished work, Wielandt has considered similar abstract mappings in 
a different context. 
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DEFINITION 2. If W is a conjugacy functor on &’ and L is a subgroup of 
G whose order is divisible by p, we shall say that W controls, respectively, 
(1) transfer in L, 
(2) fusion in L, 
(3) strong fusion in L, 
provided there exists a Sylow p-subgroup P of L such that 
(1) P nL’ = P n (N,(W(P)))‘, 
(2) whenever X, Y are subsets of P conjugate in L, then they are con- 
jugate in N,( W(P)), 
(3) whenever X, Y are subsets of P conjugate in L with Y = Xa, a EL, 
then a = cb, where c E C,(X) and b E N,(W(P)). 
We remark that if any one of these conditions holds for one Sylow p-sub- 
group of L, then it holds for all, by Sylow’s theorem. 
DEFINITION 3. A subgroup L of G is called a local subgroup if L = N(H) 
for some H in ST. 
Our main results are given by the following two theorems: 
THEOREM A. If W is a conjugaq functor on 2’ which controls 
(1) transfer, 
(2) fusion, m 
(3) strong fusion 
in all local subgroups, then 14’ controls, respectively, transfer, fusion, or strong 
fusion in G. 
THEOREM B. Let W be a conjugacy functor on 2 such that W(H) 2 Z(H) 
for all H in 2’. Let P be a $xed Sylow p-subgroup of G and assume that W 
controls 
(1) transfer, 
(2) fusion, or 
(3) strong fusion 
in all local subgroups L of the form L = N(H) with Z(P) $ HZ P. Then W 
controls, respectively, transfer, fusion, or strong fusion in G. 
These two theorems represent the synthesis of a series of recent develop- 
ments which we should like to summarize briefly. Implicitly included in 
Thompson’s proof of his celebrated normal p-complement theorem [3], 
is the following factorization theorem concerning p-solvable groups2 G, 
p 3 5, in which O,(G) = 1: 
G = VV-‘)) W(P))- 
p For simplicity of exposition, we hereafter disregard various extensions of these 
results which hold for p = 2 or 3. 
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Here P denotes a Sylow p-subgroup of G and J(P) is the Thompson subgroup 
of P, which by definition is the subgroup of P generated by all Abelian sub- 
groups of P for which the minimal number of generators is maximal. 
This result of Thompson’s, combined with the work of one of the author’s 
on fusion of p-elements in finite groups [I], led us to the following theorem: 
if p > 5 and if all local subgroups of G are p-solvable (or even satisfy a cer- 
tain weaker condition), then 
P n G’ = (P n AT;) (P n N;), 
where Nr = N(Z(P)) and iV, = N( J(P)). 
At about this time, Glauberman [2] established an important refinement 
of Thompson’s factorization theorem for a p-solvable group G, p > 5, 
in which O,(G) = l-namely, 
G = YZtJPN). 
This led at once to the following improvement of our result; namely, under 
the same hypotheses, 
PnG'=PnN', 
where N = N(Z( J(P))). 
At this point Glauberman obtained a second striking result: if all local 
subgroups of G are p-solvable, p > 5, then two subsets of P conjugate in G 
are already conjugate in N(Z( J(P))). 
It was natural to ask to what extent these results depended upon the specific 
subgroup Z( J(P)). We observed that the mapping lV(H) = Z( J(H)), for 
each W in X, is, in fact, a conjugacy functor on s. Once this observation 
was made, it was easy,to extend our earlier result to obtain Part (1) of Theo- 
rem A. 
Following this, Glauberman established Part (3) of Theorem B in the spe- 
cial case lV(H) = Z( J(H)). His proof, h owever, utilized several special 
properties of the functor Z( J(H)). Finally we proved the general results 
given in Theorems A and B.3 
In conclusion we remark that a number of conjugacy functors besides 
W(H) = Z(J(H)) or W(H) = J(H) h ave been studied and appear to be of 
use in finite group theory. 
s Since this was written, G. Glauberman has used Theorem B to derive some 
striking general theorems. In particular, he has proved that if I’ is a Sylow p-sub- 
group of a group G and p > 5 then P n G’ = P n N(J(P))‘, for a slightly different 
definition of J(P). 
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2. A CONJUGATION FAMILY 
We now fix, once and for all, a group G, a prime p, a Sylow p-subgroup P 
of G, and a conjugacy functor Iv on &‘, the set of all nonidentity p-subgroups 
of G. For convenience in this section we also extend the function W by setting 
l%‘(l) = 1. We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the concepts of 
family, indzlctive family, and conjugntion family, as defined in Section 5 of [lj, 
as well as with the results of that section. 
In this section we shall define a certain family F and shall demonstrate 
that F is an inductive family. The second form of the main theorem of [I], 
Section 5 will then yield that this family is, in fact, a conjugation family. 
This result is the key tool which we shall require for the proofs of Theorems 
A and B. 
In order to describe the family F we introduce some concepts which will 
also be needed throughout the paper. 
DEFINITION 1. If H is a subgroup of P, we set WI(H) = H, 
P,(H) = Np(Hj, N,(H) = N(H), and define recursively, 
and 
DEFINITION 2. If H is a subgroup of P, we say that H is zuell placed in P 
provided each P,(H) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(H). If H is not well placed 
in P, we define the height of H to be the least positive integer d such that 
P&N) is not a Sylow p-subgroup of N&(H). 
Note that both P and 1 are well placed in P, as follows readily from the 
definition. 
We now derive a few basic properties of these subgroups which we shall use 
repeatedly. By the remark following Definition 1 of the Introduction, 
?Vi(H) = W(P,(H)) aN(P,(H))) an so P,+,(H) =Np(W~+,(Hj)2Np(P,(H)j. d 
But N,(P,(H)) > P,(H) and, as P is a p-group, the inclusion is proper when- 
ever P,(H) C P. Hence P,(H) C P,(H) for all i < j and P,(H) C P?(H) if 
i < j and P,(H) C P. Thus the sequence P,(H) is strictly increasing until 
it stabilizes at P. Note also that if P,(H) = P, then ITi+, = W(P), so 
that the sequence Wi(H) stabilizes at W(P). On the other hand, no 
statement cancerning inclusions can in general be made about the portion of 
the sequence Wi(H) preceding those terms equal to W(P). 
Furthermore, if n is the least positive integer such that P,&(H) = P, then 
n < Y, where \ P 1 = p’. As a result, it follows, if H is not well placed in P 
and has height d, that d < n < Y. In particular, the height of any non well 
placed subgroup of P is bounded by Y. 
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DEFINITION 3. We define the family F to consist of all pairs (H, T), 
where there exists a Sylow p-subgroup S of G such that H = P n S is a 
well placed tame intersection and 
(a) T = C(H) if Cp(PnS)$ PnS, 
(b) T = N(H) if Cp(PnS) C PnS. 
The main purpose of this section is to establish the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION. F is an inductive family. 
We first introduce some terminology in order to reformulate the propo- 
sition. 
DEFINITION 4. For each subgroup H of P, define d(H) to be the set 
of Sylow p-subgroups S of G such that 1 P n S 1 > 1 H 1 . 
DEFINITION 5. Let Q be the set of proper subgroups H of P such that 
(a) there is a Sylow p-subgroup Q of P for which H = P n Q is a tame 
intersection, 
(b) if S E d(H), then S -P. 
Here, and below, the symbol “N” means “-, with respect to the family F”, 
as this term is defined in Section 5 of [I]. 
By definition of an inductive family and by the generalized form of 
Lemma 1 of [Z], as described in Section 5 of that paper, our proposition is 
now equivalent to the following statement: 
(*) If HEV and H=PnQ is a tame intersection, 
where Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then Q - S for some S in d(H). 
We first prove a special case of (*). 
LEMMA 1. The statement (*) holds for all H in %? that are well placed in P. 
Proof. Let H = P n Q be such a well placed tame intersection with H 
in %?. Since this intersection is tame, N,(H) and N,(H) are Sylowp-subgroups 
of N(H). Suppose first that Cp(H) C H, in which case ($1, N(H)) EF by 
definition of F. Choose x in N(H) such that N,(H)” = N,(H). Thus Q - Q 
by the meaning of “-“. But p E d(H) since 
Pnp>PnN,(H)“=N,(H)T)H, 
as H is a proper subgroup of P. Thus the lemma holds in this case with 
s=p. 
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Assume then that C,(H) $ H and let D = HC(Hj. Since D <I N(H), 
P r\ D and Q n D are each Sylowp-subgroups of D. Hence P n D = (Q n D) 
for some 31: in C(H). On the other hand, since Cp(H) C D, we have P n D 3 H. 
But in this case (H, C(H)) EF by definition of F, so Q -Q” by definition 
of -. Moreover, p E &e(H) since 
Pn&1:1Pn(QnD)“=PnDIH. 
Again the lemma holds with S = Q”. 
Now choose any H in 97 which is not well placed in P, and let its height be n. 
Thus P,(H) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(H) for i < n, but P,(H) is not a 
Sylow p-subgroup of N,(H). Ag ain, we express H = P n Qt as above. 
Let T be a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(H) containing P,(H) and let U be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G which contains T. Since P n U 2 P,,(H) 3 H it 
follows from condition (b) of the definition of g that U - P via some element 
x of G. The generalized form of Lemma 2.2 in Section 5 of [I] implies that 
Q - p since the critical hypotheses P r\ U 1 P n Q and U N P via x are 
satisfied. With this choice of Q and x, we now prove 
LEMMA 2. Either p E B(H) or the following conditions hold: 
(I) Pnp=(PnQ)so; 
(2) P n p k a tame intersection; 
(3) either P n p is well placed in P or has height exceeding n. 
Proof. We may assume p $ d(H) and then verify (1 j, (2), and (3). First, 
(PnQ)"CPnp in as much as (PnQpCp and (PnQ)DCU==P. 
Sincep$d(H), IPnpI<IPnQI andso IPnpj<I(PnQS)"fl 
forcing (P n Qy = P n p. Thus (1) holds. 
In view of this, we have 
N&P np) = N,,((P nQ>") = (N&P nQ>)", 
However, N,(P n Q) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N(P n Q), as P n Q is 
tame, so (N&P n 8))” is a Sylowp-subgroup of (N(P n Qj)" = N((P n Q)"). 
Hence N&P n _o”) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N(P n p) and so P n p is 
tame “on one side”. Now observe that 
(N,(PnQ))" =P,(HpCP,(H)"C U2 =P, 
by the definition of N,(H) and our choice of U. Furthermore, N,(P n Q) 
is a Sylow p-subgroup of N(P n Q), as P n Q is tame, so that (N,(P n Q))" 
isasylowp-subgroupof (N(P nQ))" = N(Pnp). Since (N,(P nQ))"6PI 
we have N,(P n 8”) = (N,(P n Q)>” and is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
481/6/z-8 
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N(P n p). Thus P n p is tame “on both sides” and therefore (2) holds. 
Moreover, note that we have also shown that P,(H)” = P,(H=). 
Finally we establish (3) by proving 
(3’) Pi(Hz) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(P), 1 ,< i < R. 
Indeed, if (3’) holds and H” = P n p is not well placed in P, then its 
height must exceed n. We shall prove, by induction on i, both (3’) and the 
additional statement: P,(H”) = P,(H)“, 1 < i < n - 1. For i = 1, these results 
have been established in the preceding paragraph. We assume these hold for 
i - 1 and prove them for i. 
‘We first consider the case i < n. Using induction and the fact that Wis a 
conjugacy functor we have 
Wi(H”) = W(P,-,(H”‘)) = W(P,-,(H))” = W,(H)“. 
Furthermore, as i < n, P,(H) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(H), as H is of 
height n, so P,(H)” is a Sylowp-subgroup of 
N(Wi(H))” = N(FK(H)O) = N(W,(H$)). 
But P,(H)5 C U” = P, so 
P,(H)” = NP(Wi(H”)) = P,(Hz), 
and so Pi(Hx) is a Sylowp-subgroup of N,(H”), giving the desired conclusions. 
We now consider the case i = n. As in the previous case W,(H”) = WJH)” 
by induction. Recall that T is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(H) contained in U, 
but T is not contained in P as H has height 11. Thus TX is a Sylowp-subgroup 
of 
N( F&(H)“) = N( Ft7,(H5)) = N,(H”). 
However, TX C Ux = P, so 
T” = Np( Wn(H”)) = P,(Hz) 
and ,P,(EP) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(P). This completes the induction 
and hence the proof of (3’) and with it the proof of the lemma. 
Suppose now that statement (*) is false. Since the heights of non well 
placed subgroups of P are bounded by Y - 1, wherep+ = 1 P 1 , and since (*) 
holds for all well placed elements of 97, there exists an H in % of height n such 
that (*) holds for all non well placed elements of %? whose height exceeds n, 
but does not hold for H. Hence there exists a Sylow p-subgroup Q of G such 
that H = P n Q is a tame intersection and for no S in d(H) does Q N S. 
We now apply the notation and results of Lemma 2 and the paragraph 
preceding it. In particular, Q -p. Therefore by our assumption on Q, 
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p $ A(H) and so conditions (1), (2), and (3) of Lemma 2 hold. Set 
K=PnO”. Then 1 H 1 = / K 1 by condition (1) of Lemma 2, so 
d(H) = d(K). S ince H E %?, it follows therefore from condition (2) that 
also K E %?= But now if K is well placed in P, then p N S for some S in 
d(K) by Lemma 1. Since Q N p, the generalized form of Lemma 2.1 of [I] 
now yields that Q N S, contrary to the fact that S E&(H) = d(K). 
Therefore by condition (3) of Lemma 2, the height of K exceeds n. Hence 
by our maximai choice of H, the statement (+) holds for K and so p N S 
for some S in d(K), which leads to a contradiction exactly as in the preceding 
case. 
3. TRANSFER 
Our two results on transfer are an almost immediate consequence of the 
following lemma, which in turn, depends upon the result of the previous 
section, 
LEMMA. Let P* = P n N(W(P))’ and assume that P* C P n G’. Then 
there is a nonidentity subgroup K of P .with the following properties: 
(a) P n L is a Sylow p-subgroup of L = N(K); 
(b) PnL’ $ P*; 
(c) P n AI’ C P*, where M = N(W(P n L)). 
Furthermore, if iX7(H) contains Z(H) for all H in Z?, then we can choose L so 
that, in addition, 
(d) Z(P) C K. 
Proof, Let F be the conjugation family constructed in Section 2. By the 
corollary of the second form of the Main Theorem of [I], applied to F, there 
exists a pair (H, T) in F such that [H, T] $ P*. If N $J C,(H), then by 
definition of F, we have T = C(H) and so [H, T] = 1 This implies that 
H -3_ C?(H) and that T = N(H). In particular, P n N(H)’ $ P* and 
P n N(Ii) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N(H). Thus conditions (a) and (b) 
[but not necessarily (c)] hold with K = H. Let IV, I= W,(H) as in the pre- 
ceding section, so that IV, = H. We claim that, for some nz, EVm satisfies con- 
dition (c) as well as (a) and (b). B ecause His well placed in P, each Wi satis- 
fies condition (a). Note that EVi = W(P) f or all i sufficiently large and that 
P n N(W(P))’ = P*. Hence condition (b) does not hold for FVti for all 2’ 
sufficiently large. But by the preceding argument, condition (b) holds for 
IV1 = H. Therefore we can choose ~lz so that IV?? satisfies both conditions 
(a) and (b), but FV.ta+, does not. Since IX,,, = W(P n N(Wm))), it follows 
that IVm satisfies condition (c) as weI1. 
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Finally assume W(H) >_ Z(H) for all H in &“. To prove (d), it will suffice 
to show that Z(P) _C I& for all i. Indeed, as we have shown above, H 2 C,(H) 
so that W, = H >_ Z(P). Assume by induction that IYi > Z(P). First of all 
W,+l = W(P n N(W,)). But Z(P) _C Ii$ ’ im pl ies that Z(P) C Z(P n N( IV?)). 
It follows therefore from our hypothesis on IIT that Z(P) c IITi+i . 
Proof qf Theorems A( 1) and B( 1). W e establish both results simultaneously. 
Clearly P* = P n N( W(P))’ C P n G’. Suppose by way of contradiction 
that P* C P n G’. We choose K as in the preceding lemma and set L = N(K) 
and M = N( W(P n L)). W e wish to apply the hypotheses of our theorems to 
the subgroup L and Sylow p-subgroup P n L of L to obtain that 
(P n L) n NL( W(P n L))’ = (P n L) n L’. 
In the case of Theorem A(1) this is immediate as the hypothesis holds for all 
local subgroups. On the other hand, in the case of Theorem B(l), 
W(H) 2 Z(H) for all H in 8’ and therefore we can choose K to contain Z(P) 
by part (d) of the lemma, so that the hypothesis of the theorem holds for L. 
The preceding equality gives P n N(W(P n L))’ > P n L’, that is, 
P n ik!’ > P n L’. But P n M’ C P* by (c) of the lemma, whence 
P n L’ C P*, contrary to (b). 
4. FUSION 
The following lemma together with the results of Section 2 will enable us 
to establish our theorems on fusion at once. 
LEMMA. Let W be a conjugacy functor on 8 and Q a Sylow p-subgroup of 
G such that P n Q is a well placed tame intersection with C,(P n Q) C P n Q. 
Assume that one of the following holds: 
(a) W controls fibon in all local subgroups; or 
(b) W(H) 2 Z(H) for all H in x and W controls fusion in all local sub- 
groups of the form N(H) with H in x and Z(P) _C H _C P. 
Then ;f X and I7 are subsets of P n Q conjugate in N(P n Q), they are con- 
jugate in N( W(P)). 
Proof. Let IYi = Wi(P n Q), Pi = P,(P n Q), and Ni = N,(P n Q) as 
in Section 2. We shall prove by induction on i that X and Y are conjugate in 
Ni . Since Ni = N( W(P)) for all i suficiently large, this will establish the 
lemma. Since N1 = N(P n Q), the desired conclusion holds for i = 1 by 
hypothesis. 
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Assume now that X and Y are conjugate in N, . First of all, X and Y 
are contained in Pi , since they are contained in WI = P n Q and WI C Pi . 
Furthermore, since P n Q is well placed in P, Pi is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
Ni . But now it will suffice to show that W controls fusion in Ni , for then X 
and Y will be conjugate in NNi(W(PJ) = NNi(Wi+r) C A&.+, and so X and Y 
will be conjugate in IV,+~ , completing the induction. 
In Case (a), W controls fusion in Ni as Nt is a local subgroup. In Case (b), 
it will suffice to show that Z(P) Z Wj for all j, for then Wwill control fusion in 
Ni = N(Wi). Since C,(P n Q) C P n Q by hypothesis, Z(P) C P n Q = WI . 
Assume by induction that Wi >_ Z(P). First of all, Wj+r = W(Pj) 1 Z(Pj) 
by our hypothesis. But Z(P) C Wj C Pj so Z(P) C Z(P,). Thus Z(P) C Wj 
for alli and the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorems A(2) and B(2). Let X and Y be subsets of P conjugate 
in G. We consider once again the conjugation family F of Section 2. Then by 
definition of a conjugation family, there exist subsets XI, X, ,..., X, of P 
with X = XI and Y = X, such that for each i, 1 < i < n - 1, Xi and 
X,+r are contained in a subgroup Hi of P with (Hi , T,J in F and Xi , X,+1 
are conjugate by an element of Ti . Thus it suffices to show that for each i, 
1 < i < z - 1, Xi and X,+r are conjugate in N(W(P)). However, if 
C,(HJ $ Hi , then Ti = C(HJ by definition of F, in which case Xi = Xi+r 
and the desired assertion holds trivially. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that C,(Hi) C Hi . Note, first of all, that Hi 
is a well placed tame intersection by definition of F. Furthermore, the 
hypothesis of Theorem A(2) or B(2) implies that condition (a) or (b), re- 
spectively, of the preceding lemma is satisfied. Therefore all the assumptions 
of that lemma hold and we conclude in this case as well that Xi and X,,, 
are conjugate in N( W(P)). 
5. STRONG FUSION 
We treat Theorems A(3) and B(3). The major part of the argument is 
contained in the proof of the following special case of the theorems, which 
is of independent interest: 
THEOREM. Let W be a conjugacy functor on A? and assume one of the folloro- 
ing holds: 
(a) W controls strong fusion in all local subgroups; or 
(b) W(H)2 Z(H) for all H in 2 and W controls strong fusion in all local 
subgroups of the form N(H) with Z(P) C H C P. 
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Then ;f X is a subgroup of P, we have 
N(X) c C(X) N( W(P)). 
Once this result is established, Theorems A(3) and B(3) will follow imme- 
diately from Theorems A(2) and B(2) in as much as strong fusion implies 
fusion in both cases. Indeed, if Y = Xg, where X, Y are subsets of P and 
g E G, then Y = Xh, where h E N(W(P)), by Theorems A(2) or B(2), as the 
case may be. Therefore gh-l E N(X) = N((X)), where (X) is the subgroup 
generated by X. Hence by the above theorem, applied to (X), it follows that 
g/z-r E C(X) N( W(P)), whence g E C(X) N( W(P))) as le E N( W(P)) and 
Theorems A(3) and B(3) hold. 
The proof of the theorem depends on the following sequence of lemmas. 
We preserve the hypotheses of the theorem throughout the remainder of the 
section. 
LEMMA 1. If H is a subgroup of P, then some conjugate of H is well placed 
in P. 
Proof. If H is well placed, there is nothing to prove. Hence we may 
assume that H has a height d. Furthermore, we may assume the lemma for all 
subgroups of P whose height exceeds d, since the heights of non well placed 
subgroups of P are bounded. 
Let Wi = Wi(H), Pi = P,(H), and Ni = N,(H), as in Section 2. By 
definition of d, we’have for all i < d that Pi is a Sylow p-subgroup of Ni , 
but that Pd is not. Let R be a Sylow p-subgroup of Nd containing Pd and let Q 
be a Sylow p-subgroup of G containing R. Choose g in G so that Q” = P. 
Since H _CQ, HP Z P. We claim that either Hg is well placed in P or has 
height exceeding d. In either case the lemma will follow. 
Indeed, we first prove by induction for all i < d that T/Tri(Hg) = W’JH)g 
and that P,(Hg) = P,(H)g and is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(Hg). For i = 1, 
W,(Hg) = Hg = Wl(H)s by definition of W1 . Furthermore, the second 
statement holds vacuously if d = 1, so we may assume d > 1, in which case 
PI is a Sylow p-subgroup of Ni = N(H). Since PI ZQ, it follows that 
PI = No(H). As Qg = P, this yields Pig = N,(Hg) = P,(Hg). 
Clearly PJHg) is then a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(Hg). For i > 1, 
Wi(Hg) = W(P,-,(Hg)) by definition of IJ/i , which in turn is equal to 
W(P+,(H)g) by our induction assumption. Since Wis a conjugacy functor, 
we have 
W(Pi,(H)9) = W(Pi-,(H))g = Wi(H)g, 
whence Wi(Hg) = W,(H>“. Since i < d, Pi is. a Sylow p-subgroup of 
Ni = N( WJ. Since Pi C Q, Pi = NQ( WJ.. 
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Whence 
Pi” = NP(WiS) = Np(W,(Hg)) = P,(H9). 
Furthermore, Pi(W) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(W). 
We shall now prove that P,(Hg) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N&P). It will 
follow at once from this that either Hg is well placed in P or has height exceed- 
ing d, as required. By definition, R is a Sylow p-subgroup of N(W~-i) and 
R _C $3, whence R = NQ( IV& and Rg = N”( IV:+). But Ws, = II’,-, 
by the previous paragraph, so Rg = NP(W&Hg)), which by definition is 
P,(Hg). Thus P&2 ) 9 is a Sylow p+ubgroup of N,(EP). This completes the 
proof Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. If H is well placed in P and Z(P) C H, then 
N(H) c C(H) N( W(P)). 
Proof. Let IVi , Pi , and Ni be as above. If g E N(H), we shall prove by 
induction an i that g = c,g, , where ci E C(H) and gi E Ni for all i. Since 
Ni = N(W(P)) for all i sufficiently large, this will suflice to prove the lemma. 
Fori=l,setc,=l andgl= g. Assume then that g = c,g, for some i. 
To complete the induction, it will be enough to verify that IV controls 
strong fusion in Ni . Indeed, since Pi is a Sylow p-subgroup of Ni as H is 
well placed in P and since H”i = HeFIg = H, it will then follow that gi = cg,,r 
where c E C(H) and 
g,+l E N,,(WPd) C NP’i+d = Ni,, . 
Thus g = ci+igi+i,, where ci+r = tic E C(H). 
In Case (a), W controls strong fusion in all local subgroups, so in particular 
in Ni . On the other hand, consider Case (b). By hypothesis Z(P) C H = WI. 
Assume by induction that Wj 2 Z(P). Since W,+l = W(PJ 2 Z(P?j by our 
hypothesis on IV and since II> C Pi, we have Z(P) C Z(Pi) 2 Wj, . Thus 
If”i >_ Z(P) for all i and consequently W controls strong fusion in all Ni , 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let P n Q be a well placed tame intersection, with 
C,(P n Q) C P n Q, where Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Let H be a subgroup 
of P n Q and let x be an element of N(P n Q). If 
then 
N(Hz) C C(Hs) N( W(P)). 
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Proof. Let g E N(EP), so that xgx-l E N(H). Hence by our hypothesis, 
xgx-1 = C& ) where c, E C(H) and g, E N( W(P)). Thus g = cr”gr”, where 
c,” E C(P). Since g and c,” are in N(P), so also is g,“. It will suffice to 
obtain the desired factorization for the element g,“, since it will then follow 
immediately for g. 
Since Cp(P n Q) C P r\ Q, we have Z(P) C P n Q and therefore Lemma 2 
is applicable to the element x-l of the normalizer of the well placed inter- 
section P n Q. Hence x-l = tag, , where ca E C(P n Q) and g, E N( W(P)). 
Since Hx C P n Q, observe that ca E C(Hz). Therefore 
g,” = c~g.&g;lc;l = czg3c,l 
where gs =gsg&r E N@‘(P)). Thus gs = c;lgrZccz E N(H$) as cs E C(Hz) 
and gr” E N(H”). Since C(H$) Q N(Hz), it now follows that gscqlgzl E C(Hz). 
But then 
completing the proof. 
We turn now to the proof of the theorem, which we establish by induction 
on 1 P : X 1 . If X = P, obviously N(X) _C N(W(P)), so we may assume 
XC P and that the theorem holds for all subgroups Y of P such that 
IP:YI<JP:XI. 
Suppose first that there is a conjugate Y of X lying in P such that the theo- 
rem holds for Y. Since the family F of Section 2 is a conjugation family and 
since (P, N(P)) EF, there exist subgroups X = X1, Xa ,..., X, = Y of P 
and Sylow p-subgroups Qi , 1 < i < n - 1, with the following properties: 
(a) P n Qi is a well placed tame intersection; 
(b) Xi , X,+r are contained in P n Qi; I 
(c) if C,(P n Qi) $ P n Qi , then Xi and Xi, are conjugate in C(P n QJ; 
(d) if Cp(P n Q3 C P n Qi , then Xi and X,+r are conjugate in N(P n (Ii). 
By assumption the theorem holds for Y = X, . Suppose it has been proved 
for Xj, . If (c) holds for the index i, then Xj and Xj+l are conjugate in 
C(P n Qj) and so are equal as they lie in P n Qi . Hence the theorem holds 
for Xj in this case. On the other hand, if (d) holds for j, then the theorem 
follows for Xi from Lemma 3. Thus the theorem holds for X if such a 
conjugate Y of X exists. 
By Lemma 1 some conjugate Y of X is well placed in P. We shall now 
demonstrate that the theorem holds for this conjugate, which will suffice 
to complete the proof of the theorem. If Z(P) _C Y, the desired conclusion 
follows from Lemma 2. 
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Assume then that Z(P) $ Y, in which case C,(Y) $ Y and so 
ET* = YC,(Y)3 Y. On the other hand, YC(Y) Q N(Y) and P n N(Y) 
is a Sylow p-subgroup of N(Y) as Y is well placed in P. Hence P n YCjY) 
is a Sylow p-subgroup of YC(Y). But P n YC(Y) = YC,(Y) = I’*. Thus 
Y* is a Sylow p-subgroup of the normal subgroup YC(Y) of N(Y) and so 
N(Y) C (YC(Y)) N(Y*) = C(Y) N(Y*). Since Y* 3 Y, the theorem holds 
for Y* and therefore 
N(Y”) c c(Y*) N(W(P)) c C(Y) N(W(P)). 
We conclude that N(Y) C C(Y) N( W(P)), as required. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Our proofs actually establish slightly stronger results than those given in 
Theorems A and B. For example, if IVcontrols the.fusion of elements (instead 
of all subsets) in all local subgroups, then the proof of Theorem A(2) shows 
that W controls the fusion of elements in G. Other analogous refinements 
can also be obtained. 
It would be of interest to know whether Theorem B can be strengthened in 
the following way: can the hypothesis that I%‘(H) >_ Z(H) for all H in &? 
be removed without affecting the conclusion of the theorem ? Such a result, 
if true, would contain both Theorems A and B as special cases. 
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